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Reproducibility hit the mainstream…



NSF 17-022 
Dear Colleague Letter: Encouraging Reproducibility 
in Computing and Communications Research 

CISE, October 21, 2016

https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2017/nsf17022/nsf17022.jsp



NSF SBE subcommittee on replicability in science: 
“reproducibility refers to the ability of a researcher to 
duplicate results of a prior study using the same materials as 
were used by the original investigator." 
“… new evidence is provided by new experimentation, 
defined in the NSF report as ‘replicability’ “ 

SBE, May 2015



https://www.nih.gov/research-training/rigor-reproducibility

When a result can be reproduced 
by multiple scientists, it validates 
the original results and readiness 
to progress to the next phase of 
research. 



https://doi.org/10.17226/21915



http://sc16.supercomputing.org/2016/03/16/sc16-explores-reproducibility-
advanced-computing-student-competition-michela-taufer/



SC16 Panel: "Different Architectures, Different Times: 
Reproducibility and Repeatability in High Performance Computing"





https://cos.io/our-services/top-guidelines/





Nature's survey of 1,576 researchers

‣ >70% of researchers have tried and failed to reproduce another 
scientist's experiments 

‣ >50% have failed to reproduce their own experiments 

‣ ~52% agree that there is a significant 'crisis' of reproducibility

http://www.nature.com/news/1-500-scientists-lift-the-lid-on-
reproducibility-1.19970



Technical Consortium on High Performance Computing 

New initiative on Reproducibility, led by Barba.

https://www.computer.org/web/tchpc



Reproducible Research Track
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Def.— Reproducible research 
Authors provide all the necessary data and the 
computer codes to run the analysis again, re-
creating the results.

Schwab, M., Karrenbach, N., Claerbout, J. (2000) “Making 
scientific computations reproducible,” Computing in Science and 
Engineering Vol. 2(6):61–67 



Jon F. Claerbout 
Professor Emeritus of Geophysics 
Stanford University 

… pioneered the use of computers 
in processing and filtering seismic 
exploration data [Wikipedia] 

… from 1991, he required theses 
to conform to a standard of 
reproducibility.



“In 1990, we set this sequence of goals:
1. Learn how to merge a publication with its underlying computational analysis. 

2. Teach researchers how to prepare a document in a form where they themselves 
can reproduce their own research results a year or more later by “pressing a 
single button”. 

3. Learn how to leave finished work in a condition where coworkers can reproduce 
the calculation including the final illustration by pressing a button in its caption. 

4. Prepare a complete copy of our local software environment so that graduating 
students can take their work away with them to other sites, press a button, and 
reproduce their Stanford work. 

5. Merge electronic documents written by multiple authors (SEP reports). 

6. Export electronic documents to numerous other sites (sponsors) so they can 
readily reproduce a substantial portion of our Stanford research. 

http://library.seg.org/doi/abs/10.1190/1.1822162



Think about your latest paper or report …



Def.— Replication 
Arriving at the same scientific findings as 
another study, collecting new data (possibly 
with different methods) and completing new 
analyses.

Roger D. Peng (2011), “Reproducible Research in Computational 
Science” Science, Vol. 334, Issue 6060, pp. 1226-1227



Why? 
We use computing to create scientific  
knowledge.



What is Science?

‣ American Physical Society: 

- Ethics and Values, 1999 

"The success and credibility of science are 
anchored in the willingness of scientists to 
[…] Expose their ideas and results to 
independent testing and replication by 
others. This requires the open exchange of 
data, procedures and materials."

https://www.aps.org/policy/statements/99_6.cfm















How? 



Transparency & 
Open Science

Donoho, D. et al. (2009) “Reproducible research in computational 
harmonic analysis,” Computing in Science and Engineering Vol. 11(1):8–18. 



Data and Code Sharing Recommendations

‣ assign a unique identifier to every version of the data and code 

‣ describe in each publication the computing environment used 

‣ use open licenses and non-proprietary formats 

‣ publish under open-access conditions (and/or post pre-prints)



Open-source licenses: 
People can coordinate their work freely, within 
the confines of copyright law, while making 
access and wide distribution a priority.



arXiv

https://www.simonsfoundation.org/report2015/stories/arxiv.html





ReproPacks

For main results in a paper, we 
share data, plotting script & 
figure under CC-BY. 

File bundle with input data, 
running scripts, plotting scripts, 
and figure. 

We cite our own figure in the 
caption! 



DOI
Upload

Share
CC-BY

Cite

Zip figure
files

Write paper



http://joss.theoj.org



The right tools

Two points of 
contention: 
— scripted figures (vs. 
GUI-based tools) 
— version control 



“I’ve learned that interactive programs are slavery 
(unless they include the ability to arrive in any 
previous state by means of a script).”  
— Jon Claerbout

GUIs



Automation: 
Turn protocols into code

GUIs



Version control



http://blogs.nature.com/naturejobs/2017/04/17/techblog-my-digital-
toolbox-lorena-barba/



http://lorenabarba.com/gallery/reproducibility-pi-manifesto/

2012



‣ I teach my graduate students about reproducibility 

‣ All our research code (and writing) is under version control 

‣ We always carry out verification & validation (and make them public) 

‣ For main results, we share data, plotting script & figure under CC-BY 

‣ We upload preprint to arXiv at the time of submission to a journal 

‣ We release code at the time of submission of a paper to a journal 

‣ We add a “Reproducibility” declaration at the end of each paper 

‣ I develop a consistent open-science policy & keep an up-to-date web 
presence

Reproducibility PI Manifesto (2012)



Onboarding



http://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1421412111



“The key is prevention via the training of 
more people on techniques for data 
analysis and reproducible research.”

Leek & Peng, PNAS 2015
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A syllabus for research computing
1. command line utilities in Unix/Linux 

2. an open-source scientific software ecosystem (our favorite is 
Python's) 

3. software version control (we like the distributed kind: our 
favorite is git / GitHub) 

4. good practices for scientific software development: code 
hygiene and testing 

5. knowledge of licensing options for sharing software

https://barbagroup.github.io/essential_skills_RRC/



“private reproducibility” 
…we can rebuild our own past research 
results from the precise version of the code 
that was used to create them.



http://science.sciencemag.org/content/354/6308/142





In parallel, even two runs with identical 
input data can differ! 

Different versions of your code, external 
libraries, even compilers may change results.



In HPC, peers may not be able to reproduce, but 
they will trust the results more if built over a 
consistent practice of reproducible research.



“… if everyone on a research team knows 
that everything they do is going to someday be 
published for reproducibility, they’ll behave 
differently from day one.”
Donoho et al., Comput. Science Eng. 2009


